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Abstract

Detecting pedestrians and their associated faces jointly
is a challenging task. On one hand, body or face could be
absent because of occlusion or non-frontal human pose. On
the other hand, the association becomes difficult or even
miss-leading in crowded scenes due to the lack of strong
correlational evidence. This paper proposes Body-Face
Joint (BFJ) detector, a novel framework for detecting bod-
ies and their faces with accurate correspondance. We fol-
low the classical multi-class detector design by detecting
body and face in parallel but with two key contributions.
First, we propose an Embedding Matching Loss (EML) to
learn an associative embedding for matching body and face
of the same person. Second, we introduce a novel con-
cept, “head hook”, to bridge the gap of matching body and
faces spatially. With the new semantical and geometrical
sources of information, BFJ greatly reduces the difficulty of
detecting body and face in pairs. Since the problem is un-
explored yet, we design a new metric named log-average
miss matching rate (mMR−2) to evaluate the association
performance and extend the CrowdHuman and CityPer-
sons benchmarks by annotating each face box. Experi-
ments show that our BFJ detector can maintain state-of-the-
art performance in pedestrian detection on both one-stage
and two-stage structures while greatly outperform various
body-face association strategies. Code will be available at:
https://github.com/AibeeDetect/BFJDet.

1. Introduction
Pedestrian detection has been a long-standing topic in

the field of computer vision. Accurate localization of in-
dividuals in the scene can effectively facilitate the down-
stream process such as recognition, re-identification and
tracking. By the development of deep learning, methods
based on convolutional neural networks [20] have dramat-
ically improved the detecting performance on both general
objects like MS-COCO [23] and pedestrians like Crowd-
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Figure 1. Challenges of detecting pedestrian with associated faces
in the wild. (a) Face of pedestrians in green box (side to the cam-
era) and blue box (back to the camera) are invisible. (b) Bodies of
the three people are absent despite their faces are clearly visible.
(c) Miss-matching between bodies and faces in crowded scenes.

Human [30], leading to the ability of application-level use
such as video surveillance and identity authentication. For a
pedestrian, the face is the most semantically discriminative
part. So finding out body and face jointly becomes mean-
ingful. However, for the joint detection, there exist three
main obstacles. First, all persons’ bodies and faces are not
perfectly visible and not always yielding one-to-one corre-
spondance. As shown in Fig. 1a, the man in green box is
side to the camera while the man in blue box is back to
the camera, both of their faces can not be seen. This phe-
nomenon makes the simple method of regressing body and
face boxes jointly from one proposal [4] impractical. In
Fig. 1b, the three people have visually clear faces while their
bodies are hardly observed due to the heavy occlusion. This
anisotropy limits another intuitive pipeline of first detecting
bodies and then finding face from them (we depict it as cas-
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cade mode) since it would seriously affect the face recall.
The third solution is detecting bodies and faces respectively
and then making associations based on their positional re-
lationships by solving an assignment problem. However,
in crowded scenes, this approach (we depict it as position
mode) would cause severe miss-matching since many faces
fall into the body region of other people (Fig. 1c).

To overcome these obstacles, we propose a novel frame-
work named Body-Face Joint (BFJ) detector. In our
method, body and face are treated as two independent cat-
egories and are detected in parallel. From this design, the
incorrespondance issue can be inherently avoided and both
categories preserve a good performance since they do not
depend on each other (such as sharing the same pre-defined
box). Then, we make correlations reasonably from the ap-
pearance as well as the geometry level. First, an extra
branch is attached to the end of the detector, generating
embeddings for all objects detected. We propose an Em-
bedding Matching Loss (EML) to learn the optimal embed-
ding space where the pair of body and face from the same
pedestrian are closer to each other. Second, based on the
statistical fact that head often appears along with body or
face, we introduce a novel conception: “head hook”, which
means the center-point of the adjunct head of each body and
face. According to the information theory [29] that distinct
sources of information often provide complementarity. In
the association process, we match bodies and faces under
the guidance from both the feature level (embeddings) and
spatial level (head hooks) above.

Until now, there is neither metric to evaluate the body-
face matching quality nor benchmark that has completed
annotations for paired bodies and faces. To verify our
method, inspired by the log-average miss rate (MR−2) [8]
in pedestrian detection, we design a new metric named log-
average miss matching rate (mMR−2) to measure errors
in body-face association. Moreover, we carefully annotate
face box for each pedestrian in two public datasets: Crowd-
Human [30] and CityPersons [38]. Experiments show that
BFJ outperforms the intuitive methods in both cascade
mode and position mode with a large margin.

In summary, our contributions are two-fold: 1) We pro-
pose a joint body-face detection scheme that output body-
face pairs for each pedestrian, showing powerful perfor-
mance in both detection and body-face association. 2) To
our best knowledge, we are the first one to systematically
investigate the performance of body-face joint detection.
Therefore we design a principled metric to evaluate the
quality of body-face association. And we annotate faces in
CrowdHuman and CityPersons, constructing two new large-
scale benchmarks for joint body-face detection.

2. Related Works
Pedestrian Detection. The majority of early approaches

for pedestrian detection are part-based [25, 27, 40, 31, 41].
In these methods, the fundamental logic of finding a pedes-
trian is to detect their semantic parts. Along with the
rapid development of object detection driven by deep learn-
ing [12, 28, 21, 1, 22], many powerful CNN-based pedes-
trian detectors have emerged [32, 39, 34, 24, 5, 35], achiev-
ing promising results. In recent years, much effort has
been spent on the crowdness issue, which also poses great
challenges in the body-face association task. For instance,
[32] and [39] propose specific loss functions to constrain
proposals more closer to the corresponding ground-truth,
enhancing discrimination between overlapped individuals.
CaSe [34] uses a new branch to count pedestrian number
in a region of interest (RoI) and OR-CNN [39] constructs a
part occlusion-aware RoI (PORoI) pooling operation to get
prior information of body visibility. A group of works focus
on alleviating the deficiency of Non-Maximun-Suppressing
(NMS) for heavily-overlapped objects. Adaptive-NMS [24]
introduces an adaptation mechanism to dynamically adjust
the threshold in NMS, leading to better recall in a crowd.
In [11] and [16], NMS leverages the less-occluded visible
boxes to guide the selection of full boxes, inherently avoid-
ing the crowdness issue. Recently, there are other directions
to tackle the crowdness challenges. CrowdDet [5] conducts
one proposal to make multiple predictions and use a spe-
cially designed Set-NMS to solve heavily-overlapped cases.
In [35], the Beta distribution is utilized to modeling the re-
lationship between full box and visible box of a person.

Body-Head Joint Detection. As a key structural part,
head plays a vital role in identifying a person. Some recent
works [37, 4, 3] concentrate on body-head joint detection to
better handle the occlusion because head can provide com-
plementary spatial information to body. JointDet [4] gener-
ates head proposals to predict body ones using a statistical
ratio, followed by a discriminative module to match them.
In Double Anchor R-CNN [37], anchors for body and head
are simultaneously produced and cross-optimized with each
other. PedHunter [3] takes a different approach to encode
the head box in an attention module. Despite the similarity
at a glance, body-face joint detection is much more chal-
lenging because body and face are not one-to-one corre-
spondance. In contrast to previous paradigms, we choose
a bottom-up scheme of first detecting them independently
and then making reasonable associations.

Embedding Learning. As an effective modeling strat-
egy, embeddings have been widely used in tasks such as
image retrieval [10, 33], image captioning [13] and phrase
localization [17]. In [26], an associative embedding method
is proposed to group joints into different bodies, where the
embedding vectors of joints from the same person are en-
couraged to be close enough. Beyond that, CornerNet [19]
introduces the idea of associative embedding to object de-
tection. By pulling corner embeddings from the same ob-
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ject and pushing them across individuals, bounding boxes
can be directly generated among peaks in a heatmap instead
of the tedious sliding window scheme. Moreover, in the
field of segmentation, embeddings are also utilized to group
pixels into different objects [36], facilitating instance-level
segmentation in one-shot structure. Inspired by [26], we
use embedding mechanism to match pairs of body and face.
In our approach, each detected instance (either a body or
a face) has an embedding vector. These embeddings are
grouped into different pedestrians based on their distances.

3. Methodology
As shown in Fig. 2, we extend the head structure of clas-

sical one-stage and two-stage detection framework with two
sub-modules. First, an extra branch is designed to generate
embeddings for all instances detected. Then, a new predic-
tor is added to estimate the centers of the head attached to
each body and face (head hooks). After detecting the bodies
and faces as two independent categories, a novel association
module is employed to estabilish their correspondance us-
ing the embedding features and the predicted head hooks.
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Figure 2. Detection module of the BFJ detector. For conve-
nience, we only plot the head structure while the pre-structures
of backbone, FPN [21] and RPN [28] are omitted. The branch for
generating embeddings for each instance is drawn in blue while
the new predictor for estimating the head hooks is in red. Losses
used in training are invloved in the dashed box, where CE, FL and
SL1 denote the original Cross Entropy loss, Focal loss and Smooth
L1 loss while EML and AL denote the newly designed Embedding
Matching Loss and Angular Loss.

3.1. Embedding Matching

One key challenge of pairwise matching between face
and body boxes is the lack of correlational semantics in the
detection output. To alleviate this issue, we extend the idea
of learning associative embedding [26], which was origi-
nally proposed for grouping joints in multi-person human

pose estimation. Instead, we leverage the embeddings to
determine if a pair of body and face comes from the same
pedestrian. As demonstrated in Fig. 2, the embedding mod-
ule acts as a parallel branch, producing an embedding vector
of dimension dim for each instance. In two-stage detector,
the predictor is a fully-connected layer of dim = 32 while
in one-stage detector, embedding is produced by a dilated
convolution layer where the dilation = 2 and dim = 16.
Below we introduce an Embedding Matching Loss (EML)
to pull the embeddings from the same pedestrian and other-
wise push them apart across individuals.

Notations. Let G be the set of all ground truths:

G = {(g(b)1 , g
(f)
1 ), (g

(b)
2 ,∅), (∅, g

(f)
3 ), ..., (g(b)n , g(f)n )},

where (g
(b)
i , g

(f)
i ) represents the body and face box for the

i-th pedestrian. It is worth to notice that some bodies or
faces may be absent in real scenarios (denoted as ∅). In an
anchor-based detection framework, there would be a set of
proposals P(g

(b)
k ) corresponding to the ground-truth body

(similarly for the face P(g
(f)
k )) of k-th pedestrian gk:

P(g
(b)
k ) = {p(b)i ∈ P|IoU(p

(b)
i , g

(b)
k ) > η} (1)

where P is the universal set of all proposals and η denotes
the overlapping threshold. For each proposal p(b)i , we learn
to predict the l2-normalized embedding e

(b)
i ∈ Rdim.

Pulling Loss. The proposal pairs we need to pull to-
gether include three cases: body to body (bb), face to face
(ff ), and body to face (bf ). For the symmetrical bb and ff
cases, since their geometrical locations are naturally aggre-
gated according to Eq. 1, we design the loss weight to be
smoothly shifted to the pairs with relatively far distances.
Assuming dij as the distance between the center points of
the two proposals (normalized by height of the gt box), we
pull them together by minimizing:

L
pullbb
k =

1

M2
k

Mk∑
i=1

Mk∑
j=1,j ̸=i

edij∥e(b)
i − e

(b)
j ∥

2
, (2)

L
pullff

k =
1

N2
k

Nk∑
i=1

Nk∑
j=1,j ̸=i

edij∥e(f)
i − e

(f)
j ∥

2
, (3)

where Mk and Nk are the number of proposals selected
from P(g

(b)
k ) and P(g

(f)
k ) (we select the top 3 proposals

by sorting IoU values in descending order). For the asym-
metrical bf case, there is no geometrical aggregation effect
as in other two cases. Actually, a person’s body can prob-
ably be closer to the other one’s face in crowded scenes.
We therefore remove the distance-aware weighting and pull
them directly based on the embedding features:

L
pullbf
k =

1

MkNk

Mk∑
i=1

Nk∑
j=1

∥e(b)
i − e

(f)
j ∥

2
, (4)

Putting them together, the pulling loss can be defined as:

Lpull
k = µL

pullbf
k + β(L

pullbb
k + L

pullff

k ), (5)
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where we set µ to 1.0 and β to 1.5.
Pushing Loss. For different pedestrians, our target is to

push their embeddings away. Analogously, there are still
three cases as in the pulling loss. However, since the two
embeddings in either body-body (bb) or face-face (ff ) cases
come from different people, the distance-aware weighting
becomes unnecessary. Therefore, we use a unified formula-
tion to represent the three kinds of pushing terms:

L
pushbf

kl =
1

MkNl

Mk∑
i=1

Nl∑
j=1

max(0, δ − ∥e(b)
i − e

(f)
j ∥

2
), (6)

L
pushbb
kl =

1

MkMl

Mk∑
i=1

Ml∑
j=1

max(0, δ − ∥e(b)
i − e

(b)
j ∥

2
), (7)

L
pushff

kl =
1

NkNl

Nk∑
i=1

Nl∑
j=1

max(0, δ − ∥e(f)
i − e

(f)
j ∥

2
), (8)

where δ is the margin (we set δ to 2 by default) and Mk

and Nl follow the similar settings in the pulling loss. The
completed pushing loss is then defined as:

Lpush
kl = µL

pushbf

kl + β(L
pushbb
kl + L

pushff

kl ), (9)

where the weights µ and β are the same as in Eq. 5.
Whole Loss. Given the above terms of Lpull

k and Lpush
kl ,

we can write the EML function as below:

Lossem = σ · 1

|G|

|G|∑
k=1

Lpull
k + τ · 1

|G|2

|G|∑
k=1

|G|∑
l=1
l̸=k

Lpush
kl . (10)

In this equation, |G| is the size of set G, representing the
total number of all pedestrians in the ground truth. σ and τ
are weighting coefficients.

3.2. Head Hook Prediction

Given a set of predicted body and face boxes, directly
establishing their geometrical correspondance is challeng-
ing because they yield quite inconsistent geometry proper-
ties. After analyzing the statistics of well-known datasets
like CrowdHuman and CityPersons, we had an intuitive ob-
servation that head almost always virtually exists for each
pedestrian. In another word, a head would very likely ap-
pear as long as either a body or face is present. Motivated
by this observation, we add a predictor to regress the center-
point of the adjunct head attached to each body and face and
use it as a “hook” to connect body and face. As shown in
Fig. 2, this predictor is built with a typical regression struc-
ture and the head center denoted as h ∈ R2 is derived from
the same proposal.

During training, we assume the ground-truth adjunct
head center h∗ is given along with the ground-truth cen-
ter of the associated body b∗ or face f∗. Let us first con-
sider the constraints of head hook for body b∗ as shown in
Fig. 3 and the case of face f∗ follows the similar conclu-
sion. The straightforward goal is to minimize the Smooth

L1 loss between the predict head hook h and the ground-
truth h∗. However, this absolute loss would be dominated
by the large-scale human bodies, leading to non-robust per-
formance in training. We therefore further constrain the an-
gle spanned by the vector v from b∗ to h and the one v∗

from b∗ to h∗. Formally, we introduce the Angular loss
(AL) by computing their cross product and minimize the
normalized magnitude:

Lossal = sin(θ) =
∥v × v∗∥
∥v∥∥v∗∥ . (11)

Adopting Lossal has two advantages. First, the angular
measure is naturally scale invariant, making the training
more balanced for small-scale bodies. Second, Lossal is
monotonic when v is approaching to v∗ and it reaches the
minimum value 0 when v and v∗ are parallel. To sum up,
the loss function of the head hook predictor is composed as:

Losshook = αLosssl1 + γLossal, (12)

where α and γ are weighting coefficients. We find simply
setting α = 2.0 and γ = 1.0 yields reasonably well results.
In all, the total loss of training the BFJ detector is a simple
addition of Lossemb (Eq. 10), Losshook (Eq. 12) and the
regular detection loss (consists of the cross-entropy loss for
classification and the smoothl1 loss for box regression).
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Figure 3. Angular loss. We color body, face and head in blue,
green and red respectively. Solid boxes represent ground truths
while dashed boxes represent detection results (for the head, only
the center point is actually predicted instead of the bounding box).
The vector v (or v∗) is constructed from the center point of body
(above) or face (below) ground truth to the head hook.

3.3. Association Process

This section explores the utilization of embedding fea-
ture and head hook, seeking for the best practice of their
collaboration during body-face association.

Before association, we first use a threshold cth=0.3 to fil-
ter bodies and faces with low recogonition confidence. Be-
cause the geometrical center of heads and the embeddings
of face and body lie in different feature space, we take a
later fusion approach by first computing the similarity of
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each cue. To convert the distances into a similarity repre-
sentative, we feed each normalized distance value through
a radial basis function, sij = e−dij . After computing the
similarity value sij for all pairs of m bodies and n faces,
we can construct two similarity matrices Se and Sh for em-
bedding and head hook locations respectively:

Se = (seij) ∈ Rm×n, Sh = (shij) ∈ Rm×n,

where the element on each location indicates correlation of
the specific body-face pairs from its own perspective. Fur-
thermore, in order to utilize the information from two dis-
tinct sources as aforementioned, the problem turns to find-
ing optimal strategy to fuse the two matrices Se and Sh.
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Figure 4. Association process. We choose two pedestrians in the
image to show the details. Bodies (solid boxes in the image) are
denoted by colored squares while faces (dashed boxes in the im-
age) are denoted by colored circles. Two similarity matrices of
embedding features Se and head hooks Sh are fused by taking
into consideration the averaged confidences (matrix P̄bf ).

In general, head hooks make the positional guidance
while embedding features provide semantic information.
Emperically, positional guidance tends to be accurate when
the box prediction is clear, usually including pedestrians
near the camera, structurally complete and not crowded. We
find this conception of clear can largely be indicated by the
confidence (classification score) derived from the detection
model: the prediction is clear as long as the confidence is
high. Following this logic, semantic clues offered by the
embedding features are expected to play an important role
in more complicated and confused cases, for example, when
the pedestrians are in a crowd and their faces cannot be eas-
ily allocated into bodies by the head hook distances. Based
on the assumptions above, we design a fusing strategy (as
shown in Fig. 4) shifting the similarity values to Sh if the
prediction is clear and to Se otherwise:

S = P̄◦λ
bf ⊙ Sh + (J− P̄◦λ

bf )⊙ Se, (13)

here the matrix P̄bf is composed of the average confidence
values of body and face along with the index i and j and J
is a unit (all-ones) matrix with the size m×n. The operator
⊙ represents element-wise multiplication while the operator

[.]◦λ is element-wise power by λ (we set λ to 2 by default).
With a similarity matrix S between bodies and faces, the
association process is intuitive: for each body, choose the
face with maximum similarity. Considering the fact that
not every body has an associated face, we set a similarity
threshold sth. If the similarity value of the matched face
is lower than sth, we think the body does not has a visible
face.

4. Experiment
We conduct experiments to systematically evaluate the

performance of body-face joint detection from two perspec-
tives: object detection and the association quality.

Datasets. Our benchmark data is built upon two pub-
lic datasets of pedestrian detection. In CrowdHuman [30],
there are 15000 images for training, 4375 images for vali-
dation and 5000 images for testing. Annotations for each
pedestrian include three boxes: two for visible and full re-
gion of the body respectively and one for the head. Follow-
ing these annotations, we hand label face box for all pedes-
trians on train and validation sets whose faces can be seen.
The CityPersons [38] dataset is a subset of Cityscapes [6],
containing person annotations only. There are 2975, 500,
and 1525 images for training, validation and testing respec-
tively, in which all pedestrians are annotated by visible and
full boxes. Since the test set is withheld, we build face
benchmark on train and validation sets. In [4], the authors
supply head boxes for this dataset but the annotations are
not released yet. We therefore annotate head and face for
each pedestrian. In our method, we ignore the visible body
boxes and use the full boxes only.

Metrics. For the detection performance, we adopt two
commonly used metrics: the average precision (AP) [9]
(higher is better), and the log-average miss rate on False
Positive Per Image (FPPI) in the range of [10−2, 100] short-
ened as MR−2 [8] (lower is better). For body-face associ-
ation performance, there is no existing metric. Inspired by
the principle of MR−2, we propose mMR−2 which is ab-
breviated from log-average miss matching rate on FPPI of
body-face pairs in [10−2, 100]. The mMR−2 exhibits the
propotion of body-face pairs that are miss-matched. For a
pair of associated body and face, status of match is deter-
mined on the satisfication of three conditions below:

1) The face box has an IoU higher than 0.5 with a ground-
truth face box.

2) The body box has an IoU higher than 0.5 with a
ground-truth body box.

3) The two ground-truth boxes belong to the same person.

Otherwise, the status would be regarded as miss-match.
Based on this explicit definition, we can compute the miss
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matching rate (mMR) on a specific FPPI point:

mMR = 1− Nmp

Np
, (14)

where Nmp is the number of matched pairs and Np repre-
sents the total number of pairs. Accordingly, the final value
of mMR−2 can be naturally acquired by log-averaging all
mMR values in the FPPI range.

Baseline association method. As mentioned in Sec. 1,
we set the straigtforward cascade mode (CAS) and position
mode (POS) as two baseline approaches for body-face as-
sociation. For the cascade mode, two detectors of the same
structure are trained successively, one for detecting body
and the other detecting face on each sub-image cropped us-
ing body box. For the position mode, we use the same par-
allel detection scheme for body and face as in BFJ detec-
tor. After acquring boxes of the two categories, we pose
the body-face association as a Linear Assignment problem.
Specifically, first the Intersection-over-Face (IoF) between
each body and face is computed as the assignment cost.

IoF =
|Boxbody

⋂
Boxface|

|Boxface|
, (15)

with these IoF values, we construct a cost matrix D of size
m×n, where m and n are respective body and face number.
Then, the efficient Hungarian algorithm [18] (which is first
introduced for object detection by [2] ) is used to solve this
assignment problem and get body-face association. More-
over, since we use head annotations in BFJ detector, we ex-
tend the POS baseline by adding heads. In this approach,
body, head and face are detected as three independent cate-
gories. With the Hungarian algorithm above, we first match
body-head pairs then match pairs of head and face, from
which body and face are correlated using head as a bridge
(simulate the head hook idea in our BFJ detector). We de-
pict this method as position mode with head (POSH).

Experimental Settings. We make experiments on both
two-stage and one-stage detection frameworks. For two-
stage structure, we choose the Faster R-CNN [28] with
FPN [21], in which the RoIAlign [14] is used for feature ag-
gregation. For one-stage structure, we adopt RetinaNet [22]
as representative. Both of the FPN baseline and RetinaNet
use ResNet-50 [15] pre-trained on ImageNet [7] as back-
bone. Moreover, we implement our method on Crowd-
Det [5], which is the state-of-the-art detector using full
boxes only. We train the networks on 8 Nvidia V100 GPUs
with 2 images on each GPU. On CrowdHuman dataset, the
short side for each image is resized to 800 and the long side
is limited up to 1400. The training process contains 30k iter-
ations, starting from an initial learning rate of 0.02 (FPN) or
0.01 (RetinaNet) and is reduced by 0.1 on 15k and 20k iters
respectively. On CityPersons, considering the very small
average size of the newly annotated faces, all images are
trained using the size of (1536 × 3072) and the input scale
of 1.5× is adopted in evaluation. During training, we use

Method MR−2 AP@0.5 mMR−2

Two-stage body/face body/face

FPN + CAS 43.0/57.3 85.1/59.3 67.2
FPN + POS 43.5/54.3 87.8/70.3 66.0
FPN + POSH 45.2/57.1 86.9/61.1 65.7
FPN + BFJ 43.4/53.2 88.8/70.0 52.5
CrowdDet + CAS 41.7/57.3 90.5/60.3 66.1
CrowdDet + POS 41.9/54.1 90.7/69.6 64.5
CrowdDet + POSH 42.0/57.1 90.0/62.1 64.2
CrowdDet + BFJ 41.9/53.1 90.3/70.5 52.3
One-stage body/face body/face

RetinaNet + CAS 52.6/67.1 80.1/53.2 75.0
RetinaNet + POS 52.3/60.1 79.6/58.0 73.7
RetinaNet + POSH 55.6/68.3 75.5/41.1 74.4
RetinaNet + BFJ 52.7/59.7 80.0/58.7 63.7

Table 1. Results on the CrowdHuman validation set. All numbers
in the table are with the form of percentage (%). CAS: cascade
mode, POS: position mode, POSH: position mode with head.

an initial learning rate of 0.02 (FPN) or 0.01 (RetinaNet)
for the first 5k iterations and reduce it by 0.1 continuously
on the next two groups of 2k iterations. Please refer to our
code for the detail settings of the similarity threshold sth
and σ, τ in Eq. 10.

4.1. Results on CrowdHuman

Table. 1 shows main results on CrowdHuman [30]. First,
by adding BFJ module, the original detection performance
of body and face (detection results in the lines of “+POS”)
would not be effected. On the FPN baseline, our BFJ de-
tector outperforms the CAS, POS and POSH approaches
by 14.7%, 13.5% and 13.2% in mMR−2. In the CAS
approach, although the association problem is inherently
evaded, there still exist two issues: First, the face detec-
tion performance (AP and MR−2) would be damaged due
to the missed bodies in the upriver detector. Second, if more
than one face emerge in a body region (frequently happens
in the crowded scenes), the face detector cannot distinguish
them. In the POS approach, since only the IoF information
is used for building correlations, it can hardly avoid miss-
matchings in a crowd. The third baseline of POSH demon-
strates obvious decline of face detection performance. We
think it is caused by the confict of anchor assignment be-
tween head and face. Results on the state-of-the-art Crowd-
Det [5] demonstrate similar trends, where performances of
the proposed method surpass the baselines with a consider-
able margin in mMR−2(13.8%, 12.2% and 11.9% respec-
tively). As shown in the last three lines of Table. 1, our BFJ
detector can also work on one-stage RetinaNet [22] detec-
tor, in which the mMR−2 outperforms the three baselines
by 11.3%, 10.0% and 10.7% respectively.
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Method Embed HHook mMR−2/%

FPN + BFJ

66.4 (POS)
✓ 55.7

✓ 54.2
✓ ✓ 52.5

RetinaNet + BFJ

73.8 (POS)
✓ 68.9

✓ 64.5
✓ ✓ 63.7

Table 2. Ablation study of embedding guidance (Embed) and
head hook (HHook) guidance on CrowdHuman validation set.

4.2. Ablation Study

Association guidance. We first make detailed ablations
to verify the effectiveness of the two ways for associa-
tion guidance: the embedding module and the head hook
module. Table. 2 demonstrates the comparison results on
CrowdHuman [30]. For fairness, result boxes used in the
POS baseline (the 1st and 5th row in the table) are produced
by the detectors with BFJ module, which are the same with
methods in other rows. In summary, the association qual-
ity obtains consistant improvement by progressively adding
the two modules. On FPN, embedding guidance can bring
10.7% improvements of mMR−2 (66.4% to 55.7%) from
the position mode independently. Further analysis indicates
that the progress is mainly driven by effective perceptions
of semantical body-face correlation, which benefits from
the learnable embeddings. We further make PCA-based
visualization of embeddings in Fig. 5 (the 3rd line). It is
clearly established that embeddings from the same pedes-
trian are distinctly grouped together. In similar fashion, un-
der head hook guidance alone, the mMR−2 can be improved
to 54.6%. The second line in Fig. 5 demonstrates the head
hooks predicted by the model. We find that distances be-
tween head hooks tend to be more discriminative than the
IoFs between face and body, which can provide the associ-
ation with more accurate reference. Moreover, after simi-
larity fusion in Eq. 13, the mMR−2 can be further reduced
to 52.5%. It validates our assumption that these two types
of guidance act in a complementary manner, which can be
cross optimized through combination. In addition, the rel-
ative independence of the two modules offers flexibility of
the proposed method. For example, if we do not have the
adjunct head annotations, the embedding module can still
work on its own. Results on RetinaNet point to the same
conclusion, in which the improvement is more significant.

Angular loss. Table. 3 shows ablation studies of the An-
gular loss. In FPN baseline, the mMR−2 obtains 1.2%
improvement by adding Angular loss (53.7% to 52.5%)
while in RetinaNet the enhancement is 1.1% (64.8% to
63.7%). The results confirm our assumption that the angu-

Figure 5. Visualization of the head hooks (the second row) and the
embeddings (the third row) of the FPN detector. Body and face
are denoted by square and circle respectively.

Method SL1 AL mMR−2/%

FPN + BFJ
✓ 53.7
✓ ✓ 52.5

RetinaNet + BFJ
✓ 64.8
✓ ✓ 63.7

Table 3. Ablation study of Angular loss (AL) on CrowdHuman
validation set. SL1 represents the original Smooth L1 loss.

lar distances behave well in scale-robustness and promote
the head hook prediction.

Visual Comparison. Fig. 6 makes intuitive visual com-
parisons of the proposed method with the CAS, POS and
POSH baselines respectively. By using our BFJ detec-
tor, typical bad cases such miss-matching in the crowded
scenes, face miss-recall due to the incorrespondance can be
effectively solved or alleviated. Please refer to the appendix
for more visual comparisons.

4.3. Results on CityPersons

Table. 4 shows experiments on CityPersons [38]. Fol-
lowing strategies in [32], results are reported on four sub-
sets of Reasonable (occlusion < 35%), Partial (10% < oc-
clusion ⩽ 35%), Bare (occlusion ⩽ 10%) and Heavy (oc-
clusion > 35%). In FPN, the BFJ detector surpassess the
three baselines of mMR−2 by 3.1%, 0.8% and 2.5% re-
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CAS

POS

POSH

BFJ

Figure 6. Visual comparisons on the FPN detector of the CAS, POS, POSH baselines and our BFJ respectively. Solid boxes with the same
color denote one pair of body and face associated. Dashed box denotes the detected body or face that is not associated successfully.

Method AP@0.5
Reasonable Partial Bare Heavy

MR−2 mMR−2 MR−2 mMR−2 MR−2 mMR−2 MR−2 mMR−2

FPN + CAS 81.2/62.8 10.2/23.1 35.8 10.5/19.7 37.3 6.6/22.5 37.0 51.5/39.5 60.5
FPN + POS 80.6/65.5 10.5/20.1 33.5 10.4/18.7 32.7 6.6/20.0 34.1 51.2/38.6 56.6
FPN + POSH 81.5/63.2 10.6/22.5 35.2 10.3/20.5 35.6 6.5/22.8 36.3 50.8/38.5 58.1
FPN + BFJ 84.4/68.0 10.6/17.6 32.7 10.8/15.1 30.6 6.4/18.7 33.0 50.4/26.3 53.5
RetinaNet + CAS 78.8/35.7 13.5/33.5 43.7 14.2/28.1 44.5 7.2/30.8 40.4 55.0/38.0 70.0
RetinaNet + POS 78.5/35.3 13.4/25.5 40.0 14.4/23.8 42.8 7.4/25.0 38.7 55.8/36.6 67.0
RetinaNet + POSH 78.1/31.5 13.6/32.8 43.5 14.5/30.1 44.6 7.5/29.9 40.2 55.6/38.3 69.3
RetinaNet + BFJ 79.3/36.2 13.6/23.5 39.5 14.3/21.2 41.5 7.2/24.4 38.5 55.6/35.1 63.1

Table 4. Results on the CityPersons validation set. Values on the two sides of the slash / are for body and face respectively. All numbers
in the table are with the form of percentage (%).

spectively in the Reasonable subset. While in the Heavy
subset, this superiority can be expanded to 7.0%, 3.1% and
4.6%. These results suppose that our BJF detector has an
aptitude of solving miss-matchings in crowded scenes. Re-
sults on RetinaNet demonstrate the similar trends, which
point to the same conclusion.

5. Conclusion

This paper presents a novel BFJ framework, solving a
special yet important body-face joint detection task. Our

method not only keeps the great compatibility with the
classical one/two-stage detection framework, but also intro-
duces original idea of using embeddings and head hook to
guide the association of bodies and faces, yielding promis-
ing performances. As the pioneering work, we design a new
metric named mMR−2 to evaluate the association perfor-
mance and launch new benchmarks of the body-face joint
detection task. In the future, the BFJ framework can be fur-
ther extended to address other instance-part joint detection
tasks (e.g., car body and car plate) and improve structural
object detection with part correspondance.
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